
Why Are Icebergs Important? 
Icebergs are like the Canary in the Coalmine ~ they show us that our polar regions are melting 
as a result of the warming of our atmosphere 
 
The North and South Pole regions where most Icebergs come from are the drivers of our 
Climate. The poles are warming faster than the rest of the Earth and are the engine of change 
for the planet. 
 
As the Ice Caps melt, they force more melting as there is less shiny white ice to reflect the Sun. 
Melted Ice is dark colored and thus absorbs the Sun’s heat, making more melt happen. 
 
Icebergs melting add trillions of gallons of freshwater annually to our Oceans ~ when our salty 
seas have more freshwater, ocean currents change and that changes our climate. 
 
Between 2002 & 2016 Greenland lost 280 billion tons of ice per year. This amount would cover 
the entire states of NY & Florida with Water about 3 feet deep. 
 
Antartica's Ice sheet is melting at an accelerated pace. In the last ten years it lost 252 billion 
tons of Ice on average each year. 
 
If all of the Greenland Ice Cap was to melt the Oceans globally would rise by 7 meters/23 feet ~ 
if all of Antartica melted, the seas around the Earth would rise by 57 meters/220 feet. 
 
Icebergs and the Ice Caps melting means our seas rise and many places along shorelines will 
be permanently flooded. What happens in the Arctic does not stay in the Arctic. All our Oceans 
are affected. 
 
Human migration has and will happen as coastlines are flooded and rainfall and weather 
patterns change. 
 
Almost all the freshwater on the planet is locked within the Ice Caps of Greenland and 
Antarctica ~ as this water enters the Oceans a vast vital resource is mixing with salt water. 
 
Icebergs change the ocean ~ wherever Icebergs have passed more phytoplankton is created 
which attracts seabirds and tiny krill and more carbon dioxide is absorbed by the ocean in areas 
where Icebergs have traversed. 
 
With an increase in freshwater and warmer water from melting Icebergs, new marine life enters 
areas it never has been. Certain species of fish disappear from an area & new ones might move 
in. 
 



Polar bears & walruses, for example, no longer have an abundance of blocks of sea ice to rest 
and hunt from, threatening their survival. 
 
Calving Icebergs can create instant waves as they displace water when they fall into the Sea. 
These waves can cause damage onshore. 
 
Icebergs will represent a greater navigational challenge as more and more enter shipping lanes. 
 
Because our climate is warmer the winter Ice that forms on the polar seas now no longer forms 
or is thinner. Thus ships can now traverse polar regions they never could. Their sooty exhaust 
lands on the white Ice of the Ice Caps creating dark spots that absorb more solar radiation, 
speeding up the melting of the Ice Caps. 
 


